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Good-quality drinking water contains a wide variety of naturally occurring micro-
organisms. ln fact, microbial processes play an important role in drinking water treat-
ment. However, water quality can be adversely affected by contamination with
pathogenic bacteria. New methods permit improved monitoring of drinking water —
and a better understanding of fundamental microbiological processes.

Although bacteria are a natural constituent of drinking water,
consumers generally have negative perceptions of these unseen
and largely unknown organisms. This is at least partly due to the
fact that certain waterborne bacteria are pathogenic. In recent
years, for example, thousands of people in Haiti and Zimbabwe
have died of cholera, a disease caused by the bacterium Vibr/'0
cho/erae. In addition, uncontrolled bacterial growth can impair the
taste, odour or colour of drinking water and cause turbidity.

But the vast majority of microorganisms in drinking water are
completely harmless. Indeed, microbial processes are an essential
functional component of drinking water treatment. For example,
many treatment plants use biological filtration (e.g. granulated
active carbon or slow sand filtration) to remove unwanted organic
compounds from water ll].

Biological stability. A fuller understanding of microbial diversity,
ecology and related processes in drinking water will therefore
help to improve the management of treatment and distribution
systems, promoting a safer final product for consumers. The
ultimate goal is not only to produce drinking water of high quality
but to ensure that this quality is maintained in the water reaching
consumers’ taps. To prevent excessive bacterial regrowth during
transport and residence in the distribution network, chlorine or
chlorine dioxide is added as a disinfectant in some countries.
However, this may have undesired consequences because, as
well as inactivating pathogens, chlorine reacts with organic matter
in drinking water, forming various toxic by-products [2].

Switzerland and numerous other European countries such as
Germany, Austria and the Netherlands wish to avoid the use of
additional chemicals as far as possible and, alongside chlorination,
already rely on the production of biologically stable water in many
distribution systems. This approach involves a combination of
scientific knowledge, engineered applications and experience.
The goal is to prevent bacterial growth in the distribution system
by controlling nutrient levels, since growth rates depend on the
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substrate available in the form of organic carbon (e.g. sugar,
amino acids or organic acids). Competition between different
microorganisms for the available substrate also limits the repro-
duction of individual species, contributing to a dynamic balance
(Fig. 1).

If the microbial quality of drinking water is to be reliably
monitored, analytical methods are required which can determine
parameters such as available substrate and bacterial biomass.

Determining pathogen growth potential. l\/leasurement of
available nutrients is a reliable way of estimating the potential for
bacterial growth in drinking water. As organic carbon is usually
the growth-limiting substrate, nearly all water utilities routinely

Fig. i: Bacterial dynamics in a water distribution system. The bacteria mainly
utilize assimilable organic carbon (AOC), i. e. the fraction of dissolved organic
carbon which can be readily consumed by microorganisms, leading to growth.
AOC is therefore considered to be a key parameter governing the total number
of bacteria and the microbiological stability of drinking water.
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Fig. 2: The basic steps of the PGP assay (adapted from [4]).

measure concentrations of dissolved organic carbon (DOC). Drink-
ing water appears “clean” with DOC concentrations in the range
of 0.6-2 milligrams per litre. in fact, microorganisms only utilize
1-10 per cent of the DOC. This proportion, known as assimiiable
organic carbon (AOC), is thus the key parameter in drinking water
treatment [3]. Even trace amounts of organic carbon can lead to
unwanted bacterial growth — as little as 0.001 milligrams is suffi-
cient to produce 10,000,000 bacterial cells.

As well as measuring AOC concentrations, it is important to
judge the biologically available substrate from a hygienic perspec-
tive. Eawag has therefore developed a method to specifically
assess the fraction of AOC that pathogenic bacteria grow on [4].
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This is based on the fact that different bacteria have widely differ-
ent nutrient preferences and degradation capabilities. Using the
pathogen growth potential (PGP) assay, it is possible to determine
directly whether and to what extent a water sample can support
the growth of specifically selected bacteria, such as Escherichia
co/i, Vibrio cho/erae or Pseudomonas aerug/nosa (Fig. 2).

The application of this method is not limited to drinking water,
as shown by extensive tests on surface water and wastewater
samples. Figure 3 illustrates changes in the growth potential of
pathogenic and indigenous bacteria during drinking water treat-
ment, compared to treated wastewater. Here, biological filtration
significantly reduces the PGP — with only minor growth potential

Fundamental microbiological processes in drinking water systems are not yet fully understood. Photo: i\/iicrobiai diversity in the biofilm of a drinking water biofilter.
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Fig. 3: Growth potential of pathogenic and indigenous bacteria during
drinking water treatment, compared to values for wastewater effluent
(adapted from [4]).

remaining for Pseudomonas aeruginosa — as the available organic
carbon substrate is consumed by indigenous biofiiter bacteria.

The PGP assay not only makes it possible to assess the quality
of water sources and evaluate the results of treatment technol-
ogies. it also allows for research into the nutrient requirements
of specific bacteria and the competition between pathogenic and
indigenous bacteria for available resources.

Counting intact and damaged cells. A miiliiitre of treated drink-
ing water typically contains between 20,000 and 200,000 bacte-
rial cells, depending on the water source and type of treatment.
Accurate information on concentrations of bacterial cells in drink-
ing water has both scientific and practical relevance: changes in
cell concentrations indicate microbial processes occurring in the
water, which can affect its quality.

Complementing the PGP assay are methods which permit
direct measurement of cell concentrations. The consumption of
AOC can be demonstrated by an increase in cell concentrations.
Such measurements are particularly suitable for assessing the
microbiological stability of drinking water during distribution.

Over the last few years, Eawag has developed analytical
methods involving flow cytometry and measurement of adeno-
sine triphosphate (ATP), which could replace conventional culti-
vation-based methods as they are considerably more rapid and
accurate [5, 6]. These two complementary approaches can be
used to describe the microbial quality of a broad range of water
samples, including groundwater, drinking water, bottled water,
surface water and wastewater (Fig. 4).

The evaluation of disinfection processes (e.g. ozonation or
chlorination) requires methods for the determination of viable cell
concentrations.

When combined with a staining method, flow cytometry
can also provide information on the activity or viability of micro-
organisms in drinking water. in her doctoral thesis, l\/iaaike
Ramseier used this approach to measure the disinfection effi-
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cacy of a number of oxidants — ozone, chlorine, chlorine dioxide,
monochioramine, ferrate and permanganate [7]. Oxidants cause
severe damage to bacterial cell walls, and because membrane-
compromised cells are selectively stained by propidium iodide
they can be distinguished from intact cells when flow cytometry
is subsequently performed. in a tap water sample treated with
chlorine dioxide (Fig. 5), bacterial damage as a function of time
(exposure) is clearly visible.

By looking at specific cellular features (in this instance mem-
brane integrity), the flow cytometric approach not only demon-
strates the efficacy of the disinfection process but also partly
explains the underlying mechanism. Flow cytometry coupled
with staining methods thus offers scientists an analytical tool for
investigating and elucidating the disinfection kinetics of bacteria.

The method also enables water utilities to assess disinfection
processes directly on site, thus allowing an immediate response
in the event of malfunctions or changes in water quality. The abil-
ity to distinguish between damaged and intact cells also permits
the monitoring of distribution systems where chlorination is
used: since this disinfection step damages all cells at the point of
treatment, the presence of intact cells in such a system is a clear
indication of bacterial growth — and hence the failure of chemical
network protection. This is of major relevance in Switzerland,
where more and more waterworks are considering a changeover
from chemical protection to biological stability.

This approach has already been applied successfully in case
studies in the cities of Basel, Zurich, Riga and Amsterdam, with all

Fig. 4: Correlation between bacterial cell counts (determined by flow
cytometry) and ATP concentrations in a variety of water samples. Depend-
ing on the source, water samples show characteristic ATP concentrations
and cell counts (data from [6] and from Stefan Koetzsch).
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Fig. 5: Flow cytometric analysis used to distinguish
damaged from intact bacterial cells in water: cells
stained in red by propidium iodide are damaged,
while those in green (not specifically stained) are
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these water utilities now employing variations of this method for
either research or monitoring purposes.

Better understanding of mechanisms. The diversity of the
microbial world is well documented: there are 52 recognized
bacterial phyla, and an estimated 1-10 million bacterial species,
covering a broad range of physical properties, nutritional require-
ments and physiological states [8]. While much of this diversity
was suspected for many years, the tools for detecting and charac-
terizing microorganisms in detail have remained limited.

However, recent advances in high-throughput sequencing
methods now make it possible to identify thousands of organisms
from a small water sample. in a study carried out by Eawag and
the University of Illinois, a technique known as pyrosequencing
was used to analyse the microbial diversity of non-chlorinated
drinking water. This method allows in-depth analysis of the micro-
bial community structure in a sample by sequencing the 16S rRNA
genes of bacteria. We were thus able to identify different groups
of microorganisms and to determine their relative abundance.

The first practical outcome of the study — apart from a long list
of bacterial names — was that microbial community analysis could
be used as a tool to determine the stability of drinking water in a
distribution system [3]. it was possible to detect small changes
resulting from bacterial growth or contamination and to identify
the specific organisms responsible. High-quality drinking water
remains essentially stable as regards cell concentration and micro-
bial community composition from the point of production to the
point of consumption.

A detailed understanding of microbial communities in drinking
water treatment systems will lead to an understanding of their
functional value. Currently, while we know that biological filters
are operationally sound processes, they are essentially “black
box" environments with regard to the composition and character-
istics of their active agents (bacteria). it is foreseen that a deeper
knowledge of the microbial communities will facilitate optimal
design and operation of such biological filters.

in the future, increasing water demand due to global popula-
tion growth will place greater pressure on water resources, and
environmental changes (e.g. climate change) will also increase
the need for water-quality monitoring and control. To meet
these challenges, careful planning and a better understanding of
microbiological processes in water distribution systems will be
essential.

intact. Damage is increased from left to right as a
function of exposure (adapted from [7]).

The development of a broad range of methods in drinking
water microbiology enhances our fundamental understanding
of microbial behaviour in these man-made environments. These
methods and the knowledge generated by their application in turn
provide water utilities with the tools required to further improve
treatment processes and to guarantee sustainable provision of
high-quality drinking water. O O O
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